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Executive Summary 
 
This is the third Solvency and Financial Condition Report (“SFCR”) that has been produced by Great 
American International Insurance (UK) Limited (“the Company” or “GAUK”).   
 
The SFCR aims to provide an overview of the business and performance, system of governance, risk 
profile, the valuation for solvency purposes and the capital management of the Company for the year 
ended 31 December 2021. 
 
GAUK has been trading for two full years, 2020 and 2021, after regulatory approval of its variation of 
permissions application in 2019.  A small amount of business was written in 2019 with the majority of 
that in November and December 2019.  The Company’s financial year runs to 31 December, and it 
reports its results in pounds sterling. 
 
The result for the Company for year ended 31 December 2021 is a loss before and after tax of 
£2,858,000 (Figure for 2020: loss £3,568,000).  No dividend is proposed (Figure for 2020: nil). 
 
 
Key Business Performance 
 

  2021 2020  
Gross written premiums (£000) 12,839 8,818  
Loss ratio 41.1% 65.8%  
Commission ratio 24.9% 22.7%  
Expense ratio 25.7% 41.7%  
Solvency II SCR coverage – unaudited 248% 206%  
Solvency II MCR coverage – unaudited 266% 150%  

 
 
The Company continues to operate fully throughout the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and has taken 
measures to ensure it can continue with business as usual. It continues to assess its overall risk 
exposure across all classes of business.  
 
While GAUK does not write business which provides specific cover for loss due to COVID-19, such as 
Business Interruption cover, there are a number of lines which are likely to be commercially impacted 
due to the economic downturn. 
 
On 24 February 2022 Russian forces invaded Ukraine. As a UK-based business the Company has no 
investment or underwriting exposure to Russia or Ukraine and has hence not suffered any direct or 
indirect impacts on its business.  The Company will continue to monitor the impact in relation to 
market volatility caused by this invasion. 
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Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities 
 

Approval by the Board of Directors of the Solvency and Financial Condition Report for GAUK. 

Financial period ended 31 December 2021. 

We certify that:  
1. the Solvency and Financial Condition Report (“SFCR”) has been properly prepared in all 

material respects in accordance with the PRA rules and Solvency II Regulations; and  
 
2. we are satisfied that:  

 
(a) throughout the financial year in question, GAUK has complied in all material respects with the 
requirements of the PRA rules and Solvency II Regulations; and  
 
(b) it is reasonable to believe that, at the date of the publication of the Solvency and Financial 
Condition Report, the Company has continued to comply, and will continue so to comply in future.  
 

Signed on behalf of the Board of Directors 

 

 

 

 

John Heaney 
CEO 
  
5th April 2022 
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A Business and Performance 
 
 

GAUK 

 

 
 

Company overview 
 
GAUK is a member of Great American Insurance Group (“GAIG” or the “Group”) whose roots go back 
to 1872 with the founding of its flagship company, Great American Insurance Company (“GAIC”).  
GAUK is rated A+ by Standard & Poor’s. 
 
GAIG is engaged primarily in property and casualty insurance, focusing on specialised commercial 
products for businesses and in the sale of fixed and fixed-indexed annuities in the retail, financial 
institutions and education markets. Headquarter operations are based in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA.  
Member companies of GAIG are ultimately owned by American Financial Group, Inc. (“AFG”). 
 
GAUK has a registered address of 32 Queen Square, Bristol, BS1 4ND, is registered in England under 
Company Number 02714031, is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority under registration number 
202874. 
 
GAUK’s operations are supported by reinsurance provided by GAIC, rated as A+ by Standard & Poor’s.  
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Organisational Chart & Group Overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GAUK and all parent companies are wholly and ultimately owned by AFG, a holding company based in 
Cincinnati, Ohio.  AFG’s common stock is listed and traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the 
symbol AFG.   
 
Audit firm 
 
The Company’s current external auditor is Ernst & Young (“EY”), which has acted as the Company’s 
auditor for a number of years, including while the business was dormant. Per the requirements of SI 
312, GAUK is required to rotate audit firm from EY upon completion of the 2023-year end.  A formal 
tender process will be undertaken in Q2 2023, which will result in the appointment of a new audit 
firm.  The details of EY are: 
 
Ernst & Young LLP 
26 Churchill Place, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5EY 
Website: www.ey.com 
  

Great American Holding Inc., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, USA 

Great American Holding (Europe) Limited, 
UK 

Great American Europe Limited, UK 

American Financial Group, Inc., USA 

Great American International Insurance 
(UK) Ltd, UK 

Great American Insurance Company 
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA 

89% Reinsurance 

100% Ownership 
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A1 Business Strategy 

 
The strategy of GAUK can be defined by the following three overarching principles: 
 

Profitable 
Underwriting 

To achieve or better the budgeted combined operating ratio and 
premium growth targets 

Solvency Capital To maintain an appropriate level of regulatory solvency coverage to 
absorb losses from adverse events and remain solvent 

Compliance To materially comply with all legal and regulatory requirements 

 
GAUK operates a Head of Line concept: Each product operates as a semi-autonomous 
business line with an identified and experienced leader responsible for profit delivery.  This is 
applicable to all of GAUK’s current business lines: Construction, Affinity, Bonds and 
Professional Indemnity (PI). Each Head of Line reports to the Underwriting Director. 
 

 A2 Performance from Underwriting activities 

 
The Company underwrote non-life insurance products, consisting of Construction, Affinity and Bonds, 
across the UK for the year ended 31 December 2021. 
 
Breakdown of GWP by Line Of Business 
 

 FPD 
£000’S 

C&S 
£000’S 

GL 
£000’S 

MFL 
£000’S 

Medical 
£000’S 

Total GWP 
£000’S 

 
2021 8,662 1,783 920 1,443 30 12,839 
2020 6,873 1,245 - 700 - 8,818 

 
The Company’s overall GWP at year end 2021 was £12.8m. 
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Breakdown of Premium by Line of Business (LOB) 
 

   
 
The Company intends to further diversify lines of business and product lines in 2021 in line with its 
Business Plan.  

 
 

A3 Performance from Investment activities 

 
The Company has a conservative outlook when it comes to investment decisions.  All monies are kept 
in either cash or cash/term deposits (and have been since the inception of the Company).  There 
currently is no Investment Committee, and no authority is given by the Board to deviate from the 
current investment strategy. 
 
The primary investment goal of the Company is to satisfy its regulatory solvency requirements and 
capital protection of all funds.  Once these requirements are met, the secondary goal is to generate 
investment income from these investments to contribute to the profitability of the Company.  
 
The table below shows the cash holdings as at 31 December 2021 and Investment Income during the 
year.  In line with the Company’s Solvency II focus, the cash funds are spread across four different 
banking providers.  There are no changes anticipated in 2021 and therefore investment income 
projections for 2021 are minimal. 
 

 £000’S  Cash Holdings (as at 31st December) Investment Income 
2020 6,815 5 
2021 11,271 0 
Movement on year 4,456 (5) 
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A4  Performance of other Activities 

 
The Company’s only activity is that of a non-life insurance undertaking. 
 
Operating costs of the Company include director’s fees, auditor’s fees and consultancy fees (such as 
those associated with the legal, tax and actuarial advice), which are charged through the technical 
account of the Income Statement. 
 
 
A5  Any other disclosures 

 
There are no other disclosures. 
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B System of Governance 
 

B1 General Governance Arrangements 

 
Senior Manager and Certification Regime (SMCR) 
 
GAUK has established a comprehensive and up to date governance programme and maintains this in 
accordance with the Senior Manager and Certification Regime. The SMF20, outsourced to a senior 
actuary of Deloitte, resigned and left in November 2021, replaced with an individual approved in 
February 2022. All FCA and PRA approvals are in place for all SMF roles, enabling suitable running of 
the Company.   
 
The Company also has identified eleven Certification Regime positions.  Relevant managers are 
interviewed and certified as fit for their role on an annual basis. 
 
 
The Board 
 
The Board of Directors (the “Board”) is primarily responsible for: 
 

 Determining the Company’s strategic objectives and policies; 
 Monitoring progress towards achieving the objectives and policies; 
 Appointing senior management; and 
 Accounting for the Company’s activities to relevant parties, e.g. the shareholder and 

regulatory authority(ies). 

 
As at 31 December 2021, GAUK’s Board comprised: 
 

 Chairperson (a Group Executive Director) 
 Company CEO 
 A Group Executive Director 
 Two Independent Non-Executive Directors “INED” 

 
Company Secretarial services are provided by Capita (Insurance Services). 
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Details of Board membership during the reporting period (2020) 
 

Name Status on Board Membership & Status on Committees 

FCA / PRA 
Approval 
Granted / 
(Withdrawn) 

Julian Bartlett Chair Board Chair Aug 2021 
John Heaney CEO Board Member Dec 2019 
James Muething Group 

Executive 
Director 

Board Member Aug 2021 

Charles Portsmouth INED Board Member and Chair of the Audit 
Committee 

Jul 2019 

Elizabeth Fullerton-Rome INED Board Member and Chair of the Risk 
Committee 

Apr 2020 

 
Julian Bartlett (SMF 9) was appointed as Board Chair and James Muething as a Board member (SMF 7). 
 
 
Committees of the Board of Directors 
 
The following Committees have been established by the Board to assist it in discharging its 
obligations: 
 
Audit Committee 
 
The purpose of the Audit Committee is to assist with the Board’s oversight of: 

 the integrity of the Company’s financial statements; 
 the effectiveness of the Company’s system of internal control; 
 the effectiveness of the Company’s Internal Audit function in the context of the 

Company’s overall risk management system;  
 the performance of the Company’s independent auditors;  
 fulfilling of the Company’s whistleblowing requirements; 
 the Company’s compliance with legal and regulatory requirements; and 
 monitoring the effectiveness, independence and objectivity of the external auditor. 

 
Risk Committee 

 
The purpose of the Risk Committee is to assist with the Board’s oversight of: 

 the effectiveness of the Company’s risk management systems;  
 the risk appetite of the Company and the timely reporting of material deviations from 

defined risk appetite; 
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 management actions taken to mitigate or manage any high impact risks to which the 
Company is exposed or may become exposed to; 

 the effectiveness, independence and objectivity of the Risk Management function; and 
 the oversight of Solvency II developments or any regulatory risk developments. 

 
Underwriting Committee 

 
The function of this committee is to review underwriting risk limits and authorities, reinsurance 
adequacy, claims reserving and claims authorities and to approve or decline new business proposals 
which fall outside of the Company’s risk appetite or outside of the underwriting authorities of the 
management team.   
 
The Underwriting Committee also reviews proposals for material or significant outsourced functions 
which are seeking underwriting or claims handling authorities. 
 

Key Control Functions 
 

The Company has established the four key control functions required under Solvency II, being Risk 
Management, Compliance, Actuarial and Internal Audit. These functions are led by SMF Approved 
individuals who are responsible for providing oversight of and challenge to the business and for 
assuring the Board about the Company’s risk management and control framework. 
 

PRA Definition GAUK Role Title SMF Held 
The Risk Management Function Chief Risk Officer SMF4 
The Compliance Function Head of Compliance SMF16 
The Internal Audit Function Vice President, Corporate Internal Audit SMF5 
The Actuarial Function Chief Actuary  SMF20 

 
 
 

B2 Fit and Proper 

 
GAUK applies fit and proper requirements to its Senior Management Functions and Certified function 
holders.  Fitness means knowledge, professional qualifications and relevant experience are suitable to 
ensure sound and prudent management and control.  These standards are ensured through robust 
recruitment standards and are re-assessed annually.  All relevant staff hold the relevant credentials and 
are required to maintain annual Continuing Professional Development (CPD). 
 
All staff of GAUK are also required to participate in a Compliance programme consisting of a monthly 
learning session, such as via e-learning.  In 2021 all staff completed a range of Compliance courses, 
including ‘Treating Customers Fairly and Conduct Risk’, ‘Anti-Money Laundering and Countering 
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Terrorist Financing’ and ‘Whistleblowing’, for example.  Separate departmental training also takes place.  
 
There is currently recruitment ongoing for 3 new positions.  With these additions, the Company will 
maintain suitable staff numbers for current business levels (in line with the Company’s growth targets). 
 
 

B.2.1 Remuneration, Employee Benefits and Practices 

 
The Company provides a range of benefits to employees, including contractual salary, life cover, 
health insurance and paid holiday arrangements. Short term benefits, including holiday pay and other 
similar non-monetary benefits, are recognised as an expense in the period in which the service is 
received. The Company does not have a Remuneration Committee due to its size and scale, and 
relevant remuneration issues, including those impacted by Solvency II, are assessed by the Risk 
Committee. 
 
The Company pays contributions based on a percentage of salary determined by the length of service 
into a pension fund on behalf of its employees (defined contribution plans).  Once the contributions 
have been paid, the Company has no further payment obligations.  The contributions are recognised 
as an expense when they are due.  The assets of the plan are held separately from the Company in 
independently administered funds.  Employees may contribute additional voluntary contributions to 
suit their circumstances. 
 
The Company operates an annual discretionary bonus plan for employees based on overall Company 
performance and that of the global Group as well as individual performance.  The provision of HR 
services is outsourced to Great American Europe Limited (“GAEL”), the Company’s shareholder. 

 
The Company does not make direct sales to consumers. There are no consumer facing staff or sales-
driven incentive plans.   
 
GAUK is structured to ensure that the business development function does not have any 
binding authority, and all risks introduced are subject to risk appetite and underwriting 
approval. As such, the Company’s remuneration practices are considered to promote sound 
and effective risk management and do not encourage excessive risk-taking.  
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B3 Risk Management System (Including the ORSA) 

 
The Risk Management function is headed by the Chief Risk Officer (SMF4), who is responsible for the 
implementation and adherence to the Company’s risk management policies, as well as reporting to 
the Board and to the Risk Committee.   
 
The Risk Management Policy was established by the Board to promote pro-active risk management 
cycle to set, identify, measure, manage, monitor and report on risk impacting business. The CRO 
ensures that the Company has adequate oversight of key risks and a framework in place to assess and 
manage these risks to within specified tolerances as per the Company’s Risk Appetite. The Risk 
Management policy: 

 
a) Defines the risk categories and the methods to identify the risks; 
b) Outlines how the undertaking manages each relevant category, the area of risks and any 

potential aggregation of risks; 
c) Describes the connection with the overall solvency needs assessment as identified in the 

ORSA, the regulatory capital requirements and the Company’s risk tolerance limits; 
d) Defines the approach to the measurement of assigned risk limits and risk tolerances within 

all relevant risk categories in line with the undertaking’s risk appetite;  
e) Describes the link to the ORSA outlining the frequency (regular/ad-hoc) and the process of 

selection of routine stress tests observing events that could likely threaten the Company’s 
ability to achieve its strategic objectives; and  

f) Defines the method of monitoring and report risk quarterly through Committee and Board 
structures. 
 

The Board is ultimately responsible for ensuring the effectiveness of the Risk Management Policy, 
setting the Company’s risk appetite and overall risk tolerance limits.  
 
There are clearly defined risk management roles and responsibilities within the business. These are 
set out in the table below.   The risk management process is reviewed and assessed by the Audit and 
Risk Committees: 

 Board Risk Committee CRO (Chief Risk 
Officer) 

Departments Internal Audit 

Risk Management 
Policy 

Approve Risk 
Management 
Policy 

Review and 
recommend to 
Board 

Develop, 
document and 
execute on Risk 
Management 
Policy 

Execute Risk 
Management in 
line with Policy 

Independent 
Assessment of 
the overall risk 
process.  
 
Consider 
potential 
management 
bias in 
reporting of 
risk events 
and errors. 

Risk Appetite 
Statement (RAS) & 
Risk Tolerances (RT) 

Approve RAS 
and RT for 
GAUK 

Review and 
recommend to 
Board 

Provide 
framework for 
RAS and RT to 
BUs.  Reports RAS 
and RT to RC 

Define RAS and RT 
and  
manage risk within 
limits assigned 

Risk Library & Risk 
Rating Matrix 

Approve Risk 
Library and 

Review and 
recommend to 

Develop, 
document and 

Define 
Departmental risks 
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Risk Rating 
Matrix 

Board execute the Risk 
Library and Risk 
Rating Matrix 

and rate in line 
with Risk Library 
and Risk Rating 
Matrix 

Risk Registers Quarterly 
review and 
challenge the 
risk position 
of the 
organisation 
 
Approve risk 
process 
outputs 

Quarterly review 
and challenge the 
risk position of 
the organisation 
 
Validate risks 
identified and 
approve risk 
process outputs 

Develop, 
document and 
enable business 
to record risks in 
risk registers 
 
Report summary 
of risk position to 
RC and Board 

Identify and assess 
departmental risks 
and maintain 
departmental risk 
registers 

ORSA Policy Approve 
ORSA Policy 

Review and 
recommend to 
Board 

Develop, 
document and 
execute on ORSA 
Policy 

Inform CRO of key 
risks impacting 
business 

ORSA Scenarios Approve 
ORSA 
scenarios for 
GAUK 

Review and 
recommend to 
Board 

Define, with 
Departments, 
suitable scenarios 
for assessment at 
the annual ORSA, 
or as required 

Define, with CRO 
suitable scenarios 
for assessment at 
the annual ORSA, 
or as required 

Risk Reporting Review RC 
reports. Take 
action based 
on changes in 
risk strategy 
or profile 

Review, approve 
and validate CRO 
reports. Escalates 
matters to the 
Board with 
proposed actions 

Prepare internal 
risk report for RC. 
Document 
breaches in RA, 
and risk losses 
and reports to RC. 
Propose actions if 
profile changed 

Report breaches in 
RA, errors and 
losses to CRO. 
Monitor and 
manage activities 
for risk and 
implement 
mitigants.  

Report IA 
findings to 
BUs and 
senior 
management.  
Audit status 
reported to 
the RC 

 

Risk management is embedded throughout the organisational activities and normal working routines 
of the Company, and hence facilitates a prompt and proportionate response to risks as they arise.  

Climate Risk Responsibility 
GAUK has assigned the identification and management of the financial risks from climate change to its 
Chief Risk Officer. 

Risk Reporting 
The Risk Committee receives and discusses a range of information including: the solvency position of 
the Company, a CRO report highlighting risk movements in the quarter, emerging risks and a risk 
tolerance dashboard.  

The Chair of the Risk Committee provides an update to the Board highlighting any matters for noting, 
escalation or approval.  In addition, she informs, on a timely basis, the Audit or Underwriting 
Committee of any risk-related matters deemed relevant. 
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B4 ORSA Methodology 

 

On an annual basis, or more frequently if required, an ORSA is performed to ensure that the Board is 
aware of the adequacy of the Company’s capital position considering the risks and possible changes 
to the risk environment.  The ORSA is a crucial input into the capital management, business planning, 
and product development and design activities of the Company.  The ORSA is utilised to ensure that 
strategy and risk appetite are aligned. The ORSA exercise integrates the three pillars of Solvency II 
and links solvency capital and risk management.   

 

GAUK filed its 2021 ORSA with the regulator in December 2021. The document considered a number 
of remote but realistic scenarios against the 5 year Business Plan.  The Business Plan is based on the 
latest forecast of market conditions, which are kept under continuous review.   

 

Further hardening of the UK insurance market is likely over the period of the ORSA (3 years), along 
with potential increases in inflation and a likely recession, which are all factored into the baseline 
model in the Business Plan. More extreme variants of these events are also considered in the scenario 
analysis.  As the business is akin to a start-up, a number of scenarios drive significant capital 
requirements. These are properly mitigated by a number of controlling factors within the Company 
and the wider Group. 

 

The ORSA will be re-run as part of its regular cycle in 2022, or sooner if a significant event requires it. 
 
 
B5 Internal Control 

 
Internal control policies and procedures represent checks and balances and are designed to identify 
and mitigate the potential risk of failure, and to achieve business objectives.  However, they can only 
provide reasonable and not absolute assurance against material financial misstatement or loss. 
Accordingly the systems and controls of the business are designed to ensure stakeholder protection 
from, but not limited to, internal threats, such as fraud, rogue underwriting, mismanagement of funds, 
or perceived or actual conflicts of interest.  
 
The Company’s Internal Control framework consists of three elements: 

i) Board level controls; 
ii) Independent key functions and policies; and 
iii) Oversight of outsourced services. 

 
The Company has in place policies and procedures applying internal control which also protect the 
Company from any one individual having undue influence.  This framework ensures that one individual 
acting alone cannot make any significant decision of the Company.  
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Three lines of defence model 
The Company operates a three line of defence governance model.  Control functions in the 1st Line of 
Defence (e.g. Finance, Underwriting, Claims) are responsible for oversight of internal controls to 
ensure adequate prevention and detection controls. They must also ensure that the requisite 
segregation of duties is in place, by way of complying with regulation and procedural requirements. 
 
The 2nd Line of Defence is the Company’s Compliance and Risk functions that provide 
independent oversight of the key activities of the first Line of Defence. 
 
The 3rd Line of Defence is that of the internal auditors who report independently to the Audit 
Committee.  
 

Board Level controls 
Matters reserved for the Board are specified in the Board Charter. Each of these matters requires 
Board approval, or approval by a designated committee of the Board.  Any corporate decisions beyond 
that mandated to the Board would require shareholder approval.  Structures are in place to ensure 
that no individual has unfettered control. 
 

Documentation of Decisions taken by the Board 
The Board has a Charter which sets out key responsibilities for the Board. These are subject to periodic 
review to ensure appropriateness. 
 
All Board members operate in accordance with Board role statements and terms of reference, as set 
out in formal letters of appointment. All Board meetings are minuted to appropriately evidence 
decisions taken.  For oversight purposes, minutes from Board sub-Committees are provided to the 
Board for review at its quarterly meetings. 
  

CEO Delegated Authorities 
The Board of Directors has delegated to the CEO certain powers which it deems necessary for day-to-
day operations and management of the Company.  These authorities are periodically reviewed by the 
Board to ensure they are appropriate, without being excessive.  The authorities are intentionally 
limited to ensure that any material decisions that the Company faces are reviewed and sanctioned by 
more than one individual.   
 

Review of Policies & Procedures 
All material policies are subject to annual review by the Board.  In addition, Committee charters are 
subject to periodic review in line with the terms set out in the respective Committee charters. 
 

B6 Internal Audit Function 

 
The Head of Internal Audit function is outsourced to GAIC and ultimately to the Manager of the Group 
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Internal Audit function.  The Head of Internal Audit holds SMF5 approval, and the function reports to 
the GAUK Audit Committee. 
 
Internal Audit is an assurance function that primarily provides an independent and objective opinion 
to GAUK on the control environment, comprising risk management, control and governance, by 
evaluating its effectiveness in achieving the organisation’s objectives.  It objectively examines, 
evaluates and reports on the adequacy of the internal control environment as a contribution to the 
proper, economical, efficient and effective use of resources. Internal Audit reports highlight any 
significant control failings or weaknesses identified and the impact they have had or may have.  The 
report also captures management actions and agreed timelines to rectify and action any findings.  
 
The duties of Intenal Audit include audits of AFG’s subsidaries.  These audits combine both operational 
and financial disciplines and include IT auditing of the entity’s computer systems. The department 
currently has 42 full-time professional positions. 
 
A risk-based and cyclical coverage approach is used to determine the annual Internal Audit plan.  The 
audit plan is shared with the Company’s Audit Committee and Board along with progress reports, audit 
report ratings, key findings and the number of open and past due issues.   
 
GAUK’s Audit Committee approves Internal Audit’s three-year plan for the Company. The plan details 
the areas to be audited.   
 

B7 Actuarial Function 

 
The function of the Head of Actuarial Function (“HoAF”) is outsourced to a senior manager of Deloitte. 
The responsibilities of the HoAF (SMF20) include, but are not limited to, the following matters: 
 

 Coordinate the calculation of technical provisions; 
 Ensure the appropriateness of the methodologies and underlying models used as well as the 

assumptions made in the calculation of technical provisions; 
 Assess the sufficiency and quality of the data used in the calculation of technical provisions; 
 Compare best estimates against experience; 
 Inform the administrative, management or supervisory body of the reliability and adequacy of 

the calculation of technical provisions; 
 Oversee the calculation of technical provisions; 
 Express an opinion on the overall underwriting policy; 
 Express an opinion on the appropriateness of reinsurance arrangements; and 
 Contribute to the effective implementation of the risk-management system, in particular 

concerning the risk modelling underlying the calculation of the capital requirements, included 
in the ORSA. 

 
The model which GAUK uses for solvency calculations is owned by Deloitte. It enables the internal 
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finance and group actuarial function to actively manage the capital position of the Company in-house, 
in line with expectations from the outsourced HoAF.  The SMF20 resigned and left in November 2021, 
and was replaced with an individual approved by the PRA in February 2022. 

 

B8 Outsourcing 

 
The Company’s management team and ultimately the Board is responsible for oversight procedures 
and the application of the Company’s Outsourcing Policy. The Company outsources and enters into 
outsourcing arrangements only where there is a sound commercial basis for doing so and where the 
risk can be effectively managed.  Intra-group outsourced functions are managed at arms-length as per 
requirements. 
 
GAUK will not outsource critical or important functions that: 

a) Materially impair the quality of GAUK’s internal controls; 
b) Negatively impact operations in a way that could result in policyholder detriment.   

 
In general, this means that: 

a) Any outsourcing arrangement will not result in the delegation of responsibilities of GAUK’s 
management team and the Board; 

b) If GAUK outsources a critical or important function, it remains fully responsible for its legal and 
regulatory responsibilities and must satisfy itself that the service provider carries out the 
outsourced services effectively; and 

c) GAUK remains accountable for the performance of all outsourced activities. 
 

In advance of outsourcing any activity, GAUK considers a business case/business logic for outsourcing. 
This due diligence includes consideration as to whether GAUK is appropriately resourced to provide 
the required service within the required timeframe and budget available, actual and potential conflicts 
of interest and risks of the proposed outsourcing.  This process may also include consideration as to 
whether an outsourced arrangement is part of an overall new business opportunity and if so, whether 
both the risk and the outsourced arrangement are within appetite.  
 
Once a decision is taken to outsource a material business activity, GAUK chooses an appropriate 
selection process, e.g. tender or recommendations of possible business partners from legal advisors 
or external experts. 
 
Monitoring of outsourcing arrangements takes place via regular reporting to Risk Committee and Audit 
Committee, and the Board as appropriate.  Periodic audits are undertaken at least annually for 
material activities, such as claims handling, on a risk based approach; an escalation process is in place 
in the event of a material breach.  The Company’s outsourcing arrangements are subject to regular 
review by the Board, and the Outsourcing Policy is subject to a minimum of an annual review for 
appropriateness. 
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Oversight of Outsourced Services 
The Company requires that any outsourcing partner, be they intra-group or not, has in place an 
appropriate control environment and employ fit and proper people in its control functions. 
 
All outsourced services are subject to Company policy.   Outsourcing arrangements are also subject to 
periodic audit where applicable to ensure no deviation from any authority granted, as well as 
adherence to the contractual terms including service levels as appropriate. A monitoring programme 
is in place with respect to outsourced TPA arrangements. 
 
GAUK’s material outsourcing arrangements are with Great American Europe Limited (“GAEL”), which 
is a group company that has considerable administration experience. GAUK monitors performance of 
this outsourced arrangement with monthly SLAs and management meetings.  GAEL will be audited by 
GAUK in 2022 to ensure that it continues to meet its service requirements. 
 
 

Material Outsourcing activities of the Company are as follows: 

 

 
Provider 

 
Nature of arrangement 

Jurisdiction of 
Service 

provider 
Advent Solutions Management Ltd Claims handling UK 
GAIC Internal Audit Services USA 
Covenco IT Support and Delivery UK 
Deloitte Head of Actuarial Function UK 
Ernst & Young Auditing of financial statements UK 
GAEL Claims Handling & TPA services UK 
GAEL HR Services UK 
GAEL IT & Network Maintenance UK 
Vantage Insurance Services MGA for UK Bonds UK 
Zenith Claims handling & binding based on rates pre-

agreed by GAUK 
UK 

 
All outsourced arrangements are subject to the Company’s Outsourcing Policy and requisite due 
diligence requirements.  
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B9 Any Other Disclosures 

Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
 
Communities prosper when people and organisations demonstrate resilience in the face of challenges.  
The Company seeks to instill a sense of assurance and confidence—not only with the insurance 
products available, but also by acting as a responsible corporate citizen. 

Integrity and trust are not merely desirable in this industry - they are critical to maintaining the stability 
and longevity that customers and other stakeholders expect. The Company values its reputation as an 
ethical company and works to ensure that staff at all levels understand their role in upholding it.  

As an insurance company dedicated to managing risk, GAUK has an inherent interest in helping to 
protect the environment and factors that might contribute to global climate change. The Company is 
taking steps to reduce its own impact on the environment and taking initiatives, through insurance 
products and services, for customers to embrace more sustainable practices.  

 

B10 Reporting at a Group Level 

GAUK is currently discussing group reporting requirements with the PRA. 
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C Risk Profile 
 
GAUK has seven Risk Categories, held in its Risk Library, that are considered when assessing risk to the 
business. They are: 

 
Risk 
Category Risk Description Key Mitigating Factors 

Insurance Risk Risk associated with creation, structuring and 
distribution of insurance products. 

 The reinsurance structure ceding 89% to GAIC 
 Monitoring of premium growth and loss ratios v budget 

by the Board 
 Underwriting Limits delegated to experienced Head of 

Lines 
 Technical Underwriting Guides for each product line 

Market Risk Risk of loss or of adverse change in the financial 
situation resulting, directly or indirectly, from 
fluctuations in the level and in the volatility of 
market prices of assets, liabilities and financial 
instruments. (PRA Definition) 

 Monthly finance and quarterly CRO, Risk Committee 
monitoring of the market sub-risks 

 Trading in GBP only 
 Company monies maintained in cash or cash equivalents 

Credit / 
Counterparty 
Risk 

The risk of loss, or of adverse change, in the 
financial situation, resulting from fluctuations 
in the credit standing of issuers of securities, 
counterparties and any debtors to which a 
Solvency II undertaking is exposed, in the form 
of counterparty default risk, or spread risk, or 
market risk concentration. (PRA Definition) 

 Reinsurance contract with GAIC (A+ Rated for 100 years) 
allowing deduction of claims collections from premiums 
and commissions due 

 3rd party deductible arrangements and recoveries are 
actively managed by client manager and finance teams 

 Use of highly rated banks with max limits set per bank 
 Quarterly monitoring of risk concentrations by the Board 

Capital & 
Liquidity Risk 

Risk that a firm, although solvent, either does 
not have available sufficient financial resources 
to enable it to meet its obligations as they fall 
due, or can secure such resources only at 
excessive cost. (PRA 
Definition) 

 Through ORSA process GAUK determines its capital plan 
on an annual basis and has set a reporting level of 125% 

 Monitoring of M C R / SCR coverage levels is carried out 
and reported to the Risk Committee and Board 

 Group reinsurance is used to manage capital needs in 
GAUK 

 Monthly/quarterly monitoring use of short-term cash 
accounts with no property, equity or other complex 
investments 

Operational Risk Risk of loss arising from inadequate or failed 
internal processes, personnel or systems, or 
from external events, including legal risks 
which, for the purposes of Solvency Capital 
Requirement – General Provisions 
3.3(1), includes legal risks but excludes risks 
arising from strategic decisions and 
reputational risks. (PRA Definition) 

 Monitoring of operational metrics versus appetite. 
Established policies and procedures exist for controlling 
IT, staff, disaster recovery, business resumption, 
succession planning, outsourcing, data accuracy etc. 

 Compliance function monitors adherence to regulatory 
requirements 

 CRO reporting to the Risk Committee and Board considers 
environmental and emerging risks 

Group Risk The risk of loss to GAUK arising from its 
membership of the Great American group of 
companies. 

 Contractual agreements in place for services provided by 
Group entities 

Strategic Risk The risk that the company is unable to operate 
within its strategic objectives e.g. chosen 
markets, product sets, competition & 
regulation. (Including; Political, Economic, 
Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental 
impacts and influences). 

  The board strategic development processes are key to 
mitigating this risk. These include annual product 
strategies, Capital management planning and 
organisation structure reviews 

 Board and committees monitor performance versus 
budget on quarterly basis and rectify any reported issues 
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C1 Underwriting Risk 

 
As a non-life insurance company, the Company is subject primarily to Underwriting risk via the sub-
risks of Premium & Reserve risk, Lapse risk and Catastrophe risk.  The details of material exposures, 
concentration, mitigation and sensitivities of Premium & Reserve risk and Catastrophe risk are 
discussed further below. 
 

Material exposure 
 
Non-Life risk is the largest individual risk for the Company requiring cover £1.1 million of risk capital 
at an individual level.  The table below is a solvency view based on business written and premium 
reserves for pipeline business: 

 
Line of Business Percentage of Premium & 

Reserve Risk 2021 
Fire & Other Property Damage 58% 
Credit & Surety 12% 
Miscellaneous Financial Loss 11% 
General Liability 10% 
Medical Expenses 9% 
Total 100% 

 
 
The split of risk capital for CAT exposure is apportioned slightly more in favour of natural catastrophe 
exposure.  The man-made risk is driven by the largest individual construction risk exposure: 
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Concentration 
 
The main drivers of Nat Cat Risk are windstorm and flood peril, with minimal risk from other sources.  
As GAUK mainly writes a significant number of small ticket items, such as portable office equipment, 
this reduces the risk of aggregation of exposures at any one postcode: 
 

  
 
 

Mitigation 
 

The Company’s reinsurance strategy, whereby gross premiums are ceded on a quota share basis, to 
group company GAIC for most lines of business, significantly reduces the impact of this risk. 

 

Stress testing 
 

As part of the ongoing ORSA process throughout the year, stress tests were performed on the impact 
on underwriting risk of future changes in premium written and loss ratio.   
 
Due to the reinsurance structure, increases in Loss Ratio would not significantly impact solvency, 
whereas an increase in commission expense (commission paid or ceding commission received) or 
direct expenses will affect solvency to a greater effect.  However, GAUK has control over the 
commissions payable from the outset of programmes. 
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C2 Market Risk 

 
Market Risk is made up of Interest Rate Risk and Exchange Rate Risk.  GAUK has minimal Interest Rate 
Risk, as the balances are held in cash or near cash in line with the Investment Management Policy.  
GAUK also does not trade in multiple currencies currently, the only overseas currency being USD for 
reinsurance commissions. Therefore exposures are deemed to be non-material. 
 
 

C3 Credit & Counterparty Risk 

 
Credit risk is the risk arising from default or fluctuations in the creditworthiness (credit spread) of 
security issuers, counterparties and other debtors against whom the Company has claims. 
 
Due to the Reinsurance policy of reinsuring all risks on a quota share basis back to a Group company, 
there is a material credit risk arising from the reinsurance recoverables under this arrangement.  It 
should be noted that the Great American Insurance Company is rated A+ by Standard & Poors. 
  

Material exposure 
 

As at 31 December 2021, the risk capital for Credit risk was approximately £1,495k with the split 
between Type 1 risks and Type 2 risks being 66:34 (Type 1 risks are those with counterparties which 
are likely to have credit rating e.g. banks, reinsurers). 

 
The credit exposure of cash and cash equivalents is currently all held in Tier 1 and Tier 2 banking 
institutions.  

 
 

Stress Testing 
 

A stress test including the downgrade of investment and reinsurance counterparties has been 
performed in the ORSA to model the impact on credit risk.  Mitigation strategies to rectify any issues 
impacting solvency cover, should the position drop below internal guidelines, include requesting 
capital support from the parent company.  
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C4 Capital & Liquidity Risk  

 
Liquidity risk arises if the Company is not in a position to realise investments and other assets to meet 
financial obligations as they fall due.  The risk consists of the costs of financing debts and market liquidity 
risk in connection with investments.  Liquidity risk is a low-risk item for the Company given that Company 
investments are held in cash or short term deposit accounts which are readily accessible.  
 

Material exposure 
 
Liquidity risk is not quantified within the Standard Formula utilised by in the Company’s ORSA.  The 
exposure is considered by projecting cash flows against a stressed claims level and the availability of 
readily realisable investments to settle claims.  Given the nature of the investments held by the 
Company and the level of mitigants utilised, liquidity risk is not deemed a material exposure. 

 
 

 
C5 Operational risk 

 
GAUK’s core business operates a complex business with staff in different locations and multiple 
systems and applications.   
 
For GAUK, this is the risk that it incurs losses from IT failures, legal and regulatory non-compliance, 
internal control breakdowns, loss of key personnel, data breaches, outsourced arrangements, etc.  
 
The key operational risk types that the Company has identified are: 

 

Cyber/Data Risk 
 

Definition Any risk of financial loss, disruption or damage to the reputation of an organisation 
from some sort of failure of its information technology systems (IRM Definition) 

Mitigation 
strategies 

 Group parent cybersecurity function define and monitor against standards (for 
example on Data Loss Prevention, Patching, Staff awareness) 

 Disaster Recovery planning in place and regularly tested 
 Regular training to staff of Group standards, latest trends and awareness 
 Policies and procedures for Staff 

Reporting   Real time monitoring of network and applications for vulnerabilities and 
security breaches 

 Reported to senior management and by exception to Risk Committee 
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People Risk 
 

Definition Insufficient capability (knowledge, skill and experience) and/or right behaviours 
(culture, conduct and values) within the workforce 

Mitigation 
strategies 

 Recruitment of high calibre individuals into well-defined roles with specific 
criteria 

 Succession planning for key positions 
 Focus on staff knowledge and training 

Reporting   Reported to senior management and by exception to Risk Committee 

 
 

Material exposure for Operational Risk 
 

The Company utilises the Standard Formula method to calculate the level of capital required to cover 
its operational risk which is calculated as a percentage of Technical provisions or written premiums. 
As at 31st December 2021 the risk capital allocated to Operational risk was £341k. 
 
As a small company, the Board recognises that the Company is exposed to certain “key person” 
dependencies. The head count presents challenges from a succession planning perspective.  In order 
to alleviate key person dependencies, the Company relies upon group outsourced services such as IT, 
HR, group actuarial support, audit, marketing and non-regulated administration services, as well as 
third party outsourced services such as actuarial and claims handling.  
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C6  Other Material Risks 

 

C6.1 Group Risk 
As an indirect subsidiary of American Financial Group, Inc., GAUK is susceptible to the risks arising from 
membership of this Group.   
 

C6.2 Strategic Risk 
Strategic Risk covers the risk of ‘poor’ decision making.  GAUK accepts that risk as described in the 
previous risk categories, based on business strategy and mitigated by controls in key areas 
underpinning key strategic requirements.   
 

C6.3 COVID-19 
Due to the ongoing developments in the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic and its impacts on the 
business, staff and customers, the Company enacted its Business Continuity Plan in early 2020. The 
main goal of this action was to smoothly transition to an operating environment where the Company 
minimised the potential spread of the virus.  This followed government advice regarding social 
distancing, while still meeting client needs and maintaining the operations of the business. Primarily 
this has been via working from home where viable and having a greatly reduced number of team 
members present in the office and only where it is deemed essential for Business Continuity purposes 
and in line with prevailing government advice. The Group has navigated other periods of uncertainty 
and various economic cycles, and its strength reflects continued execution of a long-term strategy 
focused on pricing discipline, profitable growth and honouring commitments. 
 
While the Company does not write any business that provides specific cover for loss due to COVID-19, 
such as Business Interruption cover, it provides bonds for the travel sector and has therefore reserved 
for the risk of potential claims arising from that area of business.  One claim of £228k was paid on this 
book in 2021, no further claims are currently forthcoming.  The wider impact of current economic and 
market conditions, such as recession, also could impact the business and is being closely monitored. 

 

C8 Any other Disclosures 
There are no other disclosures.  
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D Valuation for Solvency Purposes 
 
 

D1 Assets 

 
The following table analyses the Company’s assets at 31 December 2021: 
 

Asset Class 
Solvency II 
Value Per F/S Difference 

£000’s £000’s £000’s 
Deferred Acquisition costs - (1,457) 1,457 
Fixed Assets - - - 
Investments - - - 
RI Share of Technical Provisions 8,740 10,837 (2,096) 
Deposits to Cedants 136 136 0 
Insurance & Intermediaries receivables 2,760 2,760 0 
Reinsurance Receivables - - - 
Cash and Cash Equivalents 11,271 11,271 0 
Other Prepayments 14 14 0 
TOTAL 22,921 23,561 (640) 

 
The Company has followed the Solvency II Directive and Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 which 
provides for undertakings to recognise and value assets and liabilities other than technical provisions 
under International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).  
 
Fixed Assets: Tangible fixed assets are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and provisions 
for impairment.  The value of an asset is made up of the purchase price of the asset plus any costs 
directly attributable to bringing the asset into working condition for its intended use. 
 
Investments: Investments are comprised entirely of term deposits which have maturity dates in excess 
of three months at the date of acquisition.  These are valued at the year-end exchange rate where 
appropriate.  For the financial statements, investments and cash & cash equivalents are combined and 
reported as “cash at bank and in hand”.  
 
RI Share of Technical Provisions: This is the most material difference between valuation for Solvency 
II purposes and the valuation in the financial statements. It comprises of RI share in claims outstanding, 
ENIDs, commissions, Profit share, etc. 
 
Other Prepayments: A difference arises on the valuation of assets for solvency purposes with respect 
to other prepayments due to funds held in trust as a security against a bond.  Ring-fenced funds such 
as funds held in trust are excluded from a Solvency valuation perspective. 
 
Cash & Cash Equivalents: Are comprised of cash on hand and demand deposits. Such investments are 
classified as cash equivalents, where they have maturity dates of three months or less from the date 
of acquisition.  These are valued at the year-end exchange rate where appropriate.  
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All other assets are valued for Solvency II on the same basis as the financial statements.  
 
D2 Technical Provisions 

 
The technical provisions comprise the Best Estimate of the Liabilities (“BEL”) and the Risk Margin. 
Breakdown of Gross Technical Provisions by the line of business are: 
 

Line of Business 2021 (£000’s) 
 Best Estimate Risk Margin Total 
Fire & Other Damage 7,148 120 7,268 
Credit & Surety 2,047 52 2,099 
Misc. Financial Loss 1,811 44 1,855 
General Liability 391 22 413 
Medical Expense 13 6 19 
Total 11,411 244 11,655 

 
The key sources of uncertainty for the Company are expenses, policyholder behaviour assumptions 
and the potential cost of litigation or legislative changes. 
 
The financial statement technical provisions are based on the FRS 102/103 accounting standards, 
whereas the Company values technical provisions using the methodology prescribed in the Solvency 
II Directive & associated regulations made under the Directive.  
 
The following actuarial methodologies were utilised when considering technical provisions. 
 

 Paid-Link Ratio Method 
 Credibility Methods (Bornhuetter-Ferguson) 
 Estimated Loss Ratio (“ELR”) Method 

 
The technical provisions are comprised of premium provision, claims provision and risk margin. 
 
Premium Provision 
 
The Company’s premium provision as at 31st December 2021 is the present value of all future cash 
flows associated with an unexpired business which is grouped into three categories. 
 

 Existing Business: this relates to the unexpired portion of policies that have already incepted 
and that have been reported to the Company 

 Business incepted but not yet reported: given the nature of the Company’s business 
model, where the business is acquired through third parties, there is a delay between the date 
of policy inception and the date of reporting the policy to the Company 

 Business bound but not incepted: The Company writes a significant volume of business 
under a master policy structure which has a number of risks with various inception dates 
attached  
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Claims Provision 
 
The table below provides a summary of the components of the undiscounted claims provision 
gross of reinsurance as of 31 December 2021: 
 

Claims Provision Component 2021 (£000’s) 
Premiums Due - 
Claims Outstanding (OSCR + IBNR) 3,328 
Commission - 
Expenses 200 
Profit-Sharing - 
ENIDs 395 
Total 3,922 
Discounting 11 
Total (Discounted) 3,933 

 

Recoverables on Claims 
The Company has quota share reinsurance treaties in place with a Group Company to mitigate risk 
relating to claims.  

 

Risk Margin 
In calculating its risk margin as at 31 December 2021, the Company has applied the simplification 
corresponding to Method 2 in Guideline 61 and Annex IV of EIOPA’s Guidelines on Valuation of 
Technical Provisions.  

 

Events Not In Data (ENIDs) 
Solvency II requires that the best estimate corresponds to the probability-weighted average of 
future cash flows and that “cash flow projection used in the calculation of best estimate shall, 
explicitly or implicitly, take account of all uncertainties in the cash flows” (Delegated Acts, Article 
30).  The Company’s best estimate has been derived from historical data, in line with standard 
actuarial techniques, and expert judgement where historical data does not exist.  However, 
historical data may not capture all potential future outcomes, particularly stressed outcomes, and 
therefore an adjustment to the best estimate for Events Not In Data (“ENIDs”) has been included. 
 

Although the Company has several years of data for certain classes, it is plausible that events could occur 
which are not reflected in the historical data, for example as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  The 
Company also wrote some new products for which there is limited historical data. Therefore the 
value of estimated future claims and future cancellations has been actuarially adjusted to allow for 
such events.  
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D3 Other Liabilities 

 
These comprise of reinsurance, trade and intermediaries payables.  There is no difference in the 
valuation basis for these amounts for solvency purposes as the amounts held under IFRS measurement 
principles are deemed to be approximations of fair value. 
 

Great American International Insurance (UK) 
Limited Liabilities (£000’s)  

2021 

Per FS SII Valuation 
Principles 

Reinsurance payables 840 840 
Payables (trade, not insurance) 1,490 1,490 
Any Other Liabilities, not elsewhere shown 608 608 
Total 2,938 2,938 

 
 
Reinsurance Payables: Reinsurance payables represent the sum of creditors arising out of direct 
insurance operations.  These liabilities are measured as the amount due, which represents the amount 
expected to be paid.  
 
Insurance & intermediaries’ payable: Insurance and intermediary’s payable represent the sum of 
creditors from new business introductions.  These liabilities are measured as the amount due, which 
represents the amount expected to be paid.  
 
Payables (trade, not insurance): Other liabilities include amounts due to employees, suppliers & public 
entities which are not insurance related as well as insurance premium taxes payable.  
 
In the financial statements, insurance and intermediaries payable and Payables (trade, not insurance) 
are detailed on the Balance Sheet as Other Creditors including tax & social welfare and Accruals & 
Deferred Income.  
 
 
D4 Any other disclosures 

 

Alternate methods for valuation 
The Company has followed the Solvency II Directive and Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 which 
provides for undertakings to recognise and value assets and liabilities other than technical provisions 
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).  The Company has not utilised 
any alternate methods for valuation. 
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E Capital Management 
 
 
GAUK is committed to maintaining a strong capital position in order to be a robust insurer for its 
policyholders. The objective is to maintain a solvency level in line with the risk appetite statement. 
Sensitivity tests for the principal risks are performed periodically and annual stress tests are performed 
to ensure GAUK’s robustness to withstand moderate to severe scenarios.  
 

 
E1 Own Funds 

 
The Company has Basic Solvency II Own Funds comprising Tier 1 unrestricted items as follows: 
 

 2021 (£000’s) 
Ordinary share capital 17,714 
Share premium 2,786 
Shareholder contributions 13,700 
Surplus Funds - 
Reconciliation Reserve (25,872) 
Total Own Funds 8,328 

 
All the Company’s shares are fully paid up and held by the immediate parent, GAEL, a company 
incorporated in the UK.  
 
Own funds are all invested in cash and cash equivalents or term deposits of less than one year duration. 
As per the Company’s investment policy there is no intention to diversify into other investment types. 
There is no issued debt and no plans to issue any in the short or medium term. 
 
The Company ensures the following: 
 

 Own funds must be maintained at least 125% in excess of the SCR (or MCR where relevant); 
 No capital issuances are planned to be issued, redeemed or repaid in the short or medium 

term; 
 The Board considers all requests from the shareholder for any potential distributions.  The 

impact on solvency and potential growth opportunities will be assessed before the Board will 
draft a resolution to approve a dividend.  

 
The Company did not issue any dividend to the shareholder in 2021 as the Company wishes to retain 
funds to support growth plans. 
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E2 Minimum Capital Requirement and Solvency Capital Requirements 

 

GAUK solvency based on 2021 figures is below.  It shows an SCR of £3.4m, higher than the MCR of 
£3.1m, and as such GAUK will now use the SCR cover for the solvency calculation.  The SCR cover ratio 
is 248%. 
 

  

 
 
 
Notes on the solvency calculation: 
 

 The Risk Management function assessed the Company’s capital management practices and 
solvency position and found that the minimum requirement to hold a 125% Solvency Coverage 
limit as approved by the Board to be appropriate given the nature, size and complexity of the 
business and the Company’s Risk Appetite; 

 Capital coverage / capital plans to meet the Solvency requirements over the medium term are 
appropriate to support operations; and, 

 The Company is adequately capitalised to absorb significant wind-up costs. 
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E3 Use of the duration-based equity sub-risk module in the calculation of the SCR 

GAUK does not use duration-based equity risk sub-module of the Solvency II regulations 

 
E4 Use of the Standard Formula 

GAUK uses the Standard Formula when calculating its solvency position.  The model has been supplied 
and is regularly reviewed by Deloitte as Chief Actuary Function. 

 

E5  Any other Information 

There is no further information to report here. 
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Appendices 
 
S.01.02 - Basic Information 
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S.02.01 – Balance Sheet (Assets) 
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S.02.01 – Balance Sheet (Liabilities) 
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S.05.01 – Premiums, Claims and Expenses 
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S.17.01 – Non-life Technical Provisions 
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S.19.01 – Gross Claims Paid – Development Year 

  
 
S.23.01 – Own Funds 
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S.23.01 – Own Funds (cont.) 

  
 
S.25.01 – Basic SCR calculation 
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S.25.01 – Calculation of SCR 
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S.28.01 – MCR calculation  

 
 
S.28.01 – MCR calculation (cont.) 

  


